
BOOKS & DVD REWARDS SHIPPED

Dear Kickstarter Backers,

Good news, these items have shipped:

HOPE FOR FILM, autographed by Ted Hope.

SHOOTING TO KILL, autographed by Christine Vachon.

LIFE ITSELF, book by Roger Ebert, autographed by Chaz Ebert + DVD.

NUREMBERG: Its Lesson for Today [The Schulberg/Waletzky Restoration]
-- a boxed set with Blu-ray, DVD and two companion booklets. The DVD
includes Nuremberg + 6 interviews. The Blu-ray includes Nuremberg + 8 bonus
films + 14 interviews.

Blu-rays & Digital before New Year’s!

If you ordered a Blu-ray of the Apparatus Collection, we plan to have them
completed before the end of the year.

New Restorations in the Works

THE ATOMIC CAFE, restoration funded by a grant from the Library of
Congress
THE WAR AT HOME, restoration funded in part by a grant from the
Padosi Foundation. Please contribute additional funds HERE.
CANE RIVER, restoration funded in part by a grant from the Roger &
Chaz Ebert Foundation.
THANK YOU AND GOOD NIGHT, restoration funded in part by a grant
from the Ravenal Foundation.
IN THE SOUP, restoration funded by Alex Rockwell’s Kickstarter backers.

EXCLUSIVE BACKER SNEAK PEEK #3

We would like to provide ALL our backers with exclusive access to another of
the shorts in the Apparatus Collection -- Oreos with Attitude (1991), directed
by Larry Carty. Richard (Keith L. Smith) and Janet (Jackie Roberts) a young
black couple desperate to “make it” in the New York City. Inspired by Donald
Trump’s "The Art of the Deal," they take social climbing to new heights. A hit at
New Directors/New Films showcase, the film was declared “wickedly funny" by
The New York Times.

He Was Once and Anemone Me are still available and Oreos with Attitude
can be accessed HERE. Again, we've enabled time-coded notes so you can
provide us with suggestions or comments. We appreciate your input and hope
you enjoy!

Password: killer

*REMINDER*: The link and password are for you eyes only. It will remain
available until all rewards are delivered. We ask that you please not share the
information with non-backers. Your contributions facilitated this restoration
project, and we want you and your fellow backers to be the first beneficiaries.

Thank you all for supporting IndieCollect and our attempts to rescue and
restore American indie films before it is too late.

All the best,

Sandra Schulberg and the IndieCollect Team!
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